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Clear water
guaranteed
If you want to install a foun-
tain, waterfall or stream, it is
important that the pond wa-
ter will become and remain
crystal clear. Clear Control 
pressure filters can withstand
high pressure and the water
can  bridge  a  difference  in
height after the filter. Ideal
for a waterfall.

brings life to your pond
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Give nature a 
helping hand

Clear Control 25 + UV-C 9 Watt     also available as set with
up to 10.000 litres of water     Green Line 5000 pond pump + hose

Clear Control 50 + UV-C 18 Watt     also available as set with
up to 20.000 litres of water     Green Line 8000 pond pump + hose

Clear Control 75 + UV-C 36 Watt     also available as set with
up to 30.000 litres of water     Green Line 12500 pond pump + hose

Clear Control 100                    also available: UV-C 55 Watt
up to 60.000 litres of water  recommended pump: Green Line 20000

More information?  www.velda.com 

•	Multi position valve
makes it easy to clean the filter, 
empty the pond or using
fish medication

•	UV-C Unit
destroys green float-
ing algae and germs

•	Japanese mat
removes dirt particles
from the pond water
•	Active filter carbon
filters the finest dirt
particles and colourings
•	Lava grit
excellent adherence
of  micro-organisms

these filter materials
are optional for the
Clear Control 100

A garden pond is more than just a container of water. It is a 
natural water biotope on a small scale. In free nature ponds are 
often much larger, biological processes are functioning properly, 
resulting in clear and healthy water. As to a garden pond nature 
has to be given a helping hand in order to reach a biological 
balance. Only then you can go on enjoying clear water, healthy 
plants and satisfied  fish. Even if a pond has been properly laid 
out, problems may arise, which upset the biological balance. 
Velda brings relief with a suitable filter system for every pond.

Multiple functions
Pressure filters are quite suitable, besides their filter function, 
to feed streams, waterfalls or fountains with clear water. As the 
pressure filter can properly stand high pressure, it is capable to 
bridge a difference in height. Besides normal filtration various 
directions of water current are possible for administration of 
fish medicine, cleaning of the filter or emptying the pond. If a 
backwash function is involved, the water flow goes in opposite 
direction through the filter and carries along any accumulated 
dirt. A pressure filter is very user-friendly and easy to clean.

By fitting a heating element (Velda Pond 
Heater) in the filter in winter time, it can 
continue to operate without any problems.
The pond remains clear and free of ice.
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